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Reliable

Key Features

The EyeC ProofRunner nds all typical defects such as:
missing parts of letters, lled in letters, hickeys,

100% job inspection

smudges, missing ink, spots, color deviations,

Ensures quality and keeps customers satised.

defects in hot- or cold stamping elements.
High and low priority regions
Meets quality requirements, while limiting waste.

Through the pre-press link to the signed customer proof
even content errors resulting from mistakes in the
pre-print area can be detected like:

Hot and cold stamping / reecting surface

typos, reversed colors in graphical elements, wrong font

inspection

or font attributes, incorrect character spacing, missing

Addresses the different market needs.

special characters or accents.
Predened parameter sets to select tolerance

Flexible

Adapt the inspection sensitivity to each job with one click.

The use of different parameter sets allows the EyeC
ProofRunner‘s sensitivity to be adapted to product or

Running total of good and defective items

customer specic quality standards.

Prevents underdeliveries.

Comprehensive

Comprehensive inspection report

The EyeC ProofRunner gives you the advantage that you

Keeps track of inspection results and certies quality.

can be sure to print and deliver exactly what your customer expects.
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